ARC Core is a high quality curriculum designed to turn balanced literacy into transformative literacy for both students and teachers. A carefully structured project-based learning process ensures students are ready to meet the demands of college (or career) through extensive reading (both as a class and independently), multiple extended writing projects, and daily practice discussing both ideas and texts with peers.

Organized into thematic units, ARC Core provides flexibility for each district to customize its scope and sequence.

**Grade Level SKills**

**Independent Practice**

**Complex Text**

**Meaningful Writing Tasks**
**Benefits of an ARC Core Partnership**

1. Build a teacher culture of collaborative inquiry and continuous improvement.

2. Create a system where struggling readers succeed in the same classrooms as their on-level peers.

3. Increase teacher capacity to teach reading to any student, at any reading level, K–12.

4. Solve the Foundational Skills gap once and for all.

5. Fill schools with a river of multicultural, multiperspective, high-interest trade books.

6. Make an avid reading lifestyle the norm in every classroom and every home.

7. Close the engagement gap with a thematic inquiry, student-centered curriculum, K–12.


9. Use the right data, in real time, to locate positive variance and replicate success.

10. Support school and district leadership teams with a Learning to Improve framework.

To learn more about ARC Core, visit www.americanreading.com/teks